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 REGAINING THE ETHICS OF DISCRETION

 The Tyranny of Principles
 by STEPHEN TOULMIN

 If this were a sermon (and perhaps it is), its text would be
 the quotation attributed to H. L. Mencken that hangs in the
 staff lounge at The Hastings Center:

 For every human problem, there is a solution that is simple,
 neat, and wrong.'

 Oversimplification is a temptation to which moral philoso-
 phers are not immune, despite all their admirable intellec-
 tual care and seriousness; and the abstract generalizations of
 theoretical ethics are, I shall argue, no substitute for a sound
 tradition in practical ethics.
 These days, public debates about ethical issues oscillate

 between, on the one hand, a narrow dogmatism that con-
 fines itself to unqualified general assertions dressed up as
 "matters of principle" and, on the other, a shallow relativ-
 ism that evades all firm stands by suggesting that we choose
 our "value systems" as freely as we choose our clothes.
 Both approaches suffer from the same excess of generality.
 The rise of anthropology and the other human sciences in
 the early twentieth century encouraged a healthy sense of
 social and cultural differences; but this was uncritically
 taken as implying an end to all objectivity in practical eth-
 ics. The subsequent reassertion of ethical objectivity has
 led, in turn, to an insistence on the absoluteness of moral
 principles that is not balanced by a feeling for the complex
 problems of discrimination that arise when such principles
 are applied to particular real-life cases. So, the relativists
 have tended to overinterpret the need for discrimination in
 ethics, discretion in public administration, and equity in
 law, as a license for general personal subjectivity. The ab-
 solutists have responded by denying all real scope for per-
 sonal judgment in ethics, insisting instead on strict
 construction in the law, on unfeeling consistency in public
 administration, and-above all-on the "inerrancy" of
 moral principles.

 I propose to concentrate my attention on this last phenom-
 enon-the revival of a tyrannical absolutism in recent dis-
 cussions about social and personal ethics. I find it reflected
 in attitudes toward politics, public affairs, and the adminis-
 tration of justice, as much as toward questions of "ethics"
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 in a narrower and more personal sense. My main purpose
 will be to ask: What is it about our present situation that
 inclines us to move in that direction? By way of reply, I
 shall argue that, in all large industrialized societies and cul-
 tures-regardless of their economic and political systems-
 ethics, law, and public administration have recently under-
 gone similar historical transformations, so that all three
 fields are exposed to the same kinds of pressures, face com-
 mon difficulties, and share in the same resulting public dis-
 trust. And I shall try to show what we can learn about those
 shared problems, and about the responses that they call for,
 by studying the common origins of our basic ethical, legal,
 and political ideas. All my central examples will be con-
 cerned with the same general topic: the nature, scope, and
 force of "rules" and "principles" in ethics and in law.
 Three personal experiences helped to bring these problems
 into focus for me.

 Three Personal Experiences

 Human Subjects Research. For several years in the
 mid-1970s, I worked as a staff member with the National
 Commission for the Protection of Human Subjects of Bio-
 medical and Behavioral Research, which was established
 by the U.S. Congress, with the task of reporting and mak-
 ing recommendations about the ethics of using human sub-
 jects in medical and psychological research. Eleven
 commissioners-five of them scientists, the remaining six
 lawyers, theologians, and other nonscientists-were in-
 structed to make recommendations about publicly financed
 human experimentation: in particular, to determine under
 what conditions subjects belonging to certain vulnerable
 groups (such as young children and prisoners) could partici-
 pate in such research without moral objection.2

 Before the Commission began work, many onlookers as-
 sumed that its discussions would degenerate into a Babel of
 rival opinions. One worldly commentator remarked in the
 New England Journal of Medicine, "Now (I suppose) we
 shall see matters of eternal principle decided by a six to five
 vote."3 But things did not work out that way. In practice,
 the commissioners were never split along the line between
 scientists and nonscientists. In almost every case they came
 close to agreement even about quite detailed recommenda-
 tions-at least for so long as their discussions proceeded
 taxonomically, taking one difficult class of cases at a time
 and comparing it in detail with other clearer and easier
 classes of cases.

 Even when the Commission's recommendations were not

 unanimous, the discussions in no way resembled Babel: the
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 commissioners were never in any doubt what it was that
 they were not quite uncaniimous about. Babel set in only
 afterwards. When the eleven individual commissioners

 asked themselves what "principles" underlay and sup-
 posedly justified their adhesion to the consensus, each of
 them answered in his or her own way: the Catholics ap-
 pealed to Catholic principles, the humanists to humanist
 principles, and so on. They could agree; they could agree
 what they were agreeing about; but, apparently, they could
 not agree why they agreed about it.

 This experience prompted me to wonder what this final
 "appeal to principles" really achieved. Certainly it did not
 add any weight or certitude to the commissioners' specific
 ethical recommendations, for example, about the kind of
 consent procedures required in biomedical research using
 five-year-old children. They were, quite evidently, surer
 about these shared, particular judgments than they were
 about the discordant general principles on which, in theory,
 their practical judgments were based. If anything, the ap-
 peal to principles undermined the recommendations by sug-
 gesting to onlookers that there was more disharmony than
 ever showed up in the commissioners' actual discussions.
 So, by the end of my tenure with the Commission I had
 begun to suspect that the point of "appealing to principles"
 was something quite else: not to give particular ethical judg-
 ments a more solid foundation, but rather to square the col-
 lective ethical conclusions of the Commission as a whole
 with each individual commissioner's other nonethical com-

 mitments. So (it seemed to me) the principles of Catholic
 ethics tell us more about Catholicism than they do about
 ethics, the principles of Jewish or humanist ethics more
 about Judaism or humanism than about ethics. Such princi-
 ples serve less as foundations, adding intellectual strength
 or force to particular moral opinions, than they do as cor-
 ridors or curtain walls linking the moral perceptions of all
 reflective human beings, with other, more general posi-
 tions-theological, philosophical, ideological, or Welt-
 anschaulich.

 Abortion. The years of the National Commission's work
 were also years during which the morality of abortion be-
 came a matter of public controversy. In fact, the U.S. Con-
 gress established the Commission in the backwash of the
 Supreme Court's ruling on the legality of abortion, follow-
 ing a public dispute about research on the human fetus. And
 before long the public debate about abortion acquired some
 of the same puzzling features as the proceedings of the
 Commission itself. On the one hand, there were those who
 could discuss the morality of abortion temperately and with
 discrimination, acknowledging that here, as in other ago-
 nizing human situations, conflicting considerations are in-
 volved and that a just, if sometimes painful, balance has to
 be struck between different rights and claims, interests and
 responsibilities.4 That temperate approach underlay tradi-
 tional common law doctrines about abortion before the first

 statutory restrictions were enacted in the years around 1825.
 It was also the approach adopted by the U.S. Supreme
 Court in the classic case, Roe v. Wade; and, most impor-
 tant, it was the approach clearly spelled out by Thomas Aq-
 uinas, whose position was close to that of the common law
 and the Supreme Court. (He acknowledged that the balance
 of moral considerations necessarily tilts in different direc-
 tions at different stages in a woman's pregnancy, with cru-
 cial changes beginning around the time of "quickening."5)
 On the other hand, much of the public rhetoric increasingly
 came to turn on "matters of principle." As a result, the
 abortion debate became less temperate, less discriminating,
 and above all less resolvable. Too often, in subsequent
 years, the issue has boiled down to pure head-butting: an
 embryo's unqualified "right to life" being pitted against a
 woman's equally unqualified "right to choose." Those who
 have insisted on dealing with the issue at the level of high
 theory thus guarantee that the only possible practical out-
 come is deadlock.

 Social Welfare Benefits. My perplexities about the force
 and value of "rules" and "principles" were further sharp-
 ened as the result of a television news magazine program
 about a handicapped young woman who had difficulties
 with the local Social Security office. Her Social Security
 payments were not sufficient to cover her rent and food, so
 she started an answering service, which she operated
 through the telephone at her bedside. The income from this
 service-though itself less than a living wage-made all the
 difference to her. When the local Social Security office
 heard about this extra income, however, they reduced her
 benefits accordingly; in addition, they ordered her to repay
 some of the money she had been receiving. (Apparently,
 they regarded her as a case of "welfare fraud.") The televi-
 sion reporter added two final statements. Since the report
 had been filmed, he told us, the young woman, in despair,
 had taken her own life. To this he added his personal com-
 ment that "there should be a rule to prevent this kind of
 thing from happening."

 Notice that the reporter did not say, "The local office
 should be given discretion to waive, or at least bend, the
 existing rules in hard cases." What he said was, "There
 should be an additional rule to prevent such inequities in
 the future." Justice, he evidently believed, can be ensured
 only by establishing an adequate system of rules, and in-
 justice can be prevented only by adding more rules.

 Hence, the questions that arise from these experiences:
 What force and function do rules or principles truly possess,
 either in law or in ethics? What social and historical circum-

 stances make it most natural and appropriate to discuss legal
 and ethical issues in the language of "rules" and "princi-
 ples"? Why are our own contemporary legal and ethical
 discussions so preoccupied with rules and principles? And
 to what extent would we do better to look for justice and
 morality in other directions?
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 Rules in Roman Law

 Far from playing an indispensable part in either law or
 ethics, "rules" have only a limited and conditional role.
 The current vogue for rules and principles is the outcome of
 certain powerful factors in recent social history; but these
 factors have always been balanced against counterweights.
 Justice has always required both law and equity, while
 morality has always demanded both fairness and discrimi-
 nation. When this essential duality is ignored, reliance on
 unchallengeable principles can generate, or become the in-
 strument of, its own subtle kind of tyranny.
 My reading soon led me back to Peter Stein's Regulae

 Juris, which traces the development of the concept of a
 "rule" in Roman law from its beginnings to the modern
 era.6 His account of the earliest phases of Roman law was
 for me the most striking part. For the first three hundred
 years of Roman history, the legal system made no explicit
 use of the concept of rules. The College of Pontiffs acted as
 the city's judges, and individual pontiffs gave their adjudi-
 cations on the cases submitted to them. But they were not
 required to cite any general rules as justifications for their
 decisions. Indeed, they were not required to give reasons at
 all. Their task was not to argue, but rather to pontificate.

 How was this possible? How can any system of law oper-
 ate in the absence of rules, reasons, and all the associated
 apparatus of binding force and precedent? Indeed, in such a
 situation can we say a true system of law exists at all? Those
 questions require us to consider the historical and an-
 thropological circumstances of early Rome. Initially Rome
 was a small and relatively homogeneous community,
 whose members shared a correspondingly homogeneous
 tradition of ideas about justice and fairness, property and
 propriety, a tradition having more in common with Sir
 Henry Maine's ideas about traditional "customary law"
 than with the "positive law" of John Austin's Province of
 Jurisprudence Determined.7 In any such community the
 functions of adjudication tend to be more arbitral than regu-
 latory. Like labor arbitrators today, the judges will not be as
 sharply bound by precedent as contemporary high court
 judges. So the disputes that the pontiffs adjudicated were
 typically ones about which the traditional consensus was
 ambiguous; the balance of rights and obligations between
 the parties required the judgment call of a trusted and disin-
 terested arbitrator. In these marginal cases all that the arbi-
 trator may be able to say is, "Having taken all the
 circumstances into account, I find that on this particular oc-
 casion it would, all in all, be more reasonable to tilt the
 scale to A rather than to B." This ruling will rest, not on the
 application of general legal rules, but rather on the exercise
 of judicial discrimination in assessing the balance of par-
 ticulars. Initially, "pontificating" did not mean laying down
 the law in a dogmatic manner. Rather, it meant resolving
 marginal disputes by an equitable arbitration, and the pon-
 tiffs had the trust of their fellow citizens in doing so.

 This state of affairs did not last. Long before the first
 Imperial codification, Roman law began to develop the full
 apparatus of "rules" with which we ourselves are familiar.
 Stein suggests that five sets of factors contributed to this
 new reliance on regulae.8 First, as the city grew, the case
 load increased beyond what the pontiffs themselves could
 manage. Junior judges, who did not possess the same im-
 plicit trust as the pontiffs, were brought in to resolve dis-
 putes; so the consistency of their rulings had to be
 "regularized." Second, with the rise of lawyering as a pro-
 fession, law schools were set up and regulae were articu-
 lated for the purpose of teaching the law. Discretion, which
 had rested earlier on the personal characters of the pontiffs
 themselves and which is not so easy to teach, began to be
 displaced by formal rules and more teachable argumentative
 skills. Third, Rome acquired an empire, and foreign peo-
 ples came under the city's authority. Their systems of cus-
 tomary law had to be put into harmony with the Roman
 system, and this could be done only by establishing a con-
 cordance between the "rules" of different systems. Fourth,
 the empire itself developed a bureaucracy, which could not
 operate except on the basis of rules. Finally, the intellectual
 discussion of law was pursued in the context of Greek phi-
 losophy. Although Cicero, for example, was a practicing
 attorney, he was also a philosophical scholar with a profes-
 sional interest in the Stoic doctrine of the logos, or "univer-
 sal reason."

 What followed the resulting proliferation of rules and
 laws is common knowledge. First, a functional differentia-
 tion grew up between two kinds of issues. On the one hand,
 there were issues that could be decided by applying general
 rules or laws, on the basis of the maxim that like cases
 should be treated alike. On the other hand, there were issues

 that called for discretion, with an eye to the particular fea-
 tures of each case, in accordance with the maxim that sig-
 nificantly different cases should be treated differently. This
 functional differentiation became the ancestor of our own

 distinction between legal and equitable jurisdiction. Sec-
 ond, the Emperor Constantine decided as a matter of impe-
 rial policy to bring equitable jurisdiction under his personal
 control by reserving the equitable function to his own per-
 sonal court and chancellor. Out in the public arena, judges
 were given the menial task of applying general rules with
 only the minimum of discretion. Once legal proceedings
 were exhausted, the aggrieved citizen could appeal to the
 Emperor as parens patriae ("father of the fatherland") for
 the benevolent exercise of clemency or equity. Politically,
 this division of labor certainly did the Emperor no harm; but
 it also sowed the first seeds of public suspicion that the Law
 is one thing, Justice another.9

 Carried over into the moder English-speaking world, the
 resulting division between courts of law and courts of
 equity is familiar to readers of Charles Dickens. And al-
 though during the twentieth century most Anglo-American
 jurisdictions have merged legal and equitable functions in
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 the same courts,10 it is still widely the case that equitable
 remedies can be sought only in cases where legal remedies
 are unavailable or unworkable-so that in this respect the
 dead hand of Constantine still rules us from the grave.

 The Ethics of Strangers

 Life in late-twentieth-century industrial societies clearly
 has more in common with life in Imperial Rome than it has
 with the Rome of Horatius at the Bridge or with Mrs. Gas-
 kell's Cranford. Our cities are vast, our populations are
 mixed and fragmented, our public administration is bureau-
 cratic, our jurisdictions (both domestic and foreign) are
 many and varied. As a result, the moral consensus and civic
 trust on which the pontificate of early Rome depended for
 its general respect and efficacy often appear to be no more
 than a beguiling dream. The way we live now, people have
 come to value uniformity above responsiveness, to focus on
 law at the expense of equity, and to confuse "the rule of
 law" with a law of rules. Yet the balance between law and

 equity still needs to be struck, even if new ways need to be
 found that answer our new needs. From this point on, I shall
 work my way toward the question: how, in our actual situa-
 tion, can that balance best be redressed?

 In law, in ethics, and in public administration alike, there
 is nowadays a similar preoccupation with general principles
 and a similar distrust of individual discretion. In the admin-

 istration of social services, the demand for equality of treat-
 ment makes us unwilling to permit administrators to
 "temper the wind to the shorn lamb"-that strikes us as
 unfair, and therefore unjust. 1 (The equation of justice with
 fairness is thus a two-edged sword.) In the professions, a
 widespread fear that professionals are taking unfair advan-
 tage of their fiduciary positions has contributed to the recent
 wave of malpractice suits. In the courts, judges are given
 less and less room to exercise discretion, and many lawyers
 view juries as no more trustworthy than judges; the more
 they are both kept in line by clear rules, or so it seems, the
 better.'2 As for public discussions of ethics, the recognition
 of genuine moral complexities, conflicts, and tragedies, that
 can be dealt with only on a case-by-case basis, is simply
 unfashionable. Victory in public argument goes, rather, to
 the person with the more imposing principle. Above all,
 many people involved in the current debate seem to have
 forgotten what the term "equity" actually means. They as-
 sume that it is just a literary synonym for "equality."'3 So,
 a demand for the uniform application of public policies
 leads to a submerging of the discretionary by the rigorous,
 the equitable by the equal. Faced with judicial injustices,
 we react like the television reporter, declaring, "There
 ought to be a law against it," even where it would be more
 appropriate to say, "In this particular case, the law is mak-
 ing an ass of itself." The same applies to the operation of
 our bureaucracies, and to the emphasis on principles in
 moral judgments.

 In all three fields, we need to be reminded that equity
 requires not the imposition of uniformity or equality on all
 relevant cases, but rather reasonableness or responsiveness
 (epieikeia) in applying general rules to individual cases.14
 Equity means doing justice with discretion around, in the
 interstices of, and in areas of conflict between our laws,
 rules, principles, and other general formulas. It means
 being responsive to the limits of all such formulas, to the
 special circumstances in which one can properly make ex-
 ceptions, and to the trade-offs required where different for-
 mulas conflict. The degree to which such marginal
 judgments can be regularized or routinized remains limited
 today, just as it was in early Rome. Faced with the task of
 balancing the equities of different parties, a judge today
 may well be guided by previous precedents; but these prece-
 dents only illuminate broad maxims, they do not invoke
 formal rules.15 Likewise, professional practice may be de-
 scribed in cut-and-dried terms as a matter of "routine and

 accepted" procedures only in the artificial context of a mal-
 practice suit. In the actual exercise of his profession, a sur-
 geon, say, may sometimes simply have to use his or her
 own best judgment in deciding how to proceed conscien-
 tiously. Finally, in ethics, moral wisdom is exercised not by
 those who stick by a single principle come what may, abso-
 lutely and without exception, but rather by those who un-
 derstand that, in the long run, no principle-however
 absolute-can avoid running up against another equally ab-
 solute principle; and by those who have the experience and
 discrimination needed to balance conflicting considerations
 in the most humane way.16

 By looking at the effects of changing social conditions
 and modes of life on our ethical perceptions, I believe we
 can best hit on the clues that will permit us to unravel this
 whole tangle of problems. A century ago in Anna Karenina
 Leo Tolstoy expressed a view which, though in my opinion
 exaggerated, is none the less illuminating. During his life-
 time Tolstoy lived to see the abolition of serfdom, the intro-
 duction of railways, the movement of population away from
 the country to the cities, and the consequent emergence of
 modem city life; and he continued to have deep reservations
 about the possibility of living a truly moral life in a moder
 city. As he saw matters, genuinely "moral" relations can
 exist only between people who live, work, and associate
 together: inside a family, between intimates and associates,
 within a neighborhood. The natural limit to any person's
 moral universe, for Tolstoy, is the distance he or she can
 walk, or at most ride. By taking the train, a moral agent
 leaves the sphere of truly moral actions for a world of stran-
 gers, toward whom he or she has few real obligations and
 with whom dealings can be only casual or commercial.
 Whenever the moral pressures and demands become too
 strong to bear, Tolstoy has Anna go down to the railway
 station and take a train somewhere, anywhere. The final
 irony of Tolstoy's own painful life was that he finally broke
 away from his home and family, only to die in the local
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 stationmaster's office.17 Matters of state policy and the like,
 in Tolstoy's eyes, lay quite outside the realm of ethics.
 Through the figure of Constantin Levin, he made clear his
 skepticism about all attempts either to turn ethics into a mat-
 ter of theory or to make political reform an instrument of
 virtue.18

 What Tolstoy rightly emphasized is the sharp difference
 that exists between our moral relations with our families,
 intimates, and immediate neighbors or associates, and our
 moral relations with complete strangers. In dealing with our
 children, friends, and immediate colleagues, we both ex-
 pect to-and are expected to-make allowances for their
 individual personalities and tastes, and we do our best to
 time our actions according to our perception of their current
 moods and plans. In dealing with the bus driver, the sales
 clerk in a department store, the hotel barber, and other such
 casual contacts, there may be no basis for making these
 allowances, and so no chance of doing so. In these transient
 encounters, our moral obligations are limited and chiefly
 negative-for example, to avoid acting offensively or vio-
 lently. So, in the ethics of strangers, respect for rules is all,
 and the opportunities for discretion are few. In the ethics of
 intimacy, discretion is all, and the relevance of strict rules is
 minimal.19 For Tolstoy, of course, only the ethics of inti-
 macy was properly called "ethics" at all-that is why I de-
 scribed his view as exaggerated. But in this respect the
 ethics of John Rawls is equally exaggerated, though in the
 opposite direction. In our relations with casual acquaint-
 ances and unidentified fellow citizens, absolute impartiality
 may be a prime moral demand; but among intimates a cer-
 tain discreet partiality is, surely, only equitable, and cer-
 tainly not unethical. So a system of ethics that rests its
 principles on "the veil of ignorance" may well be "fair,"
 but it will also be-essentially-an ethics for relations be-
 tween strangers.20

 The Stresses of Lawsuits

 Seeing how Tolstoy felt about his own time, what would
 he have thought about the life we lead today? The effects of
 the railways, in blurring the boundary between the moral
 world of the immediate community and the neutral world
 beyond, have been only multiplied by the private car, which
 breaks that boundary down almost completely. Living in a
 high-rise apartment building, taking the car from its under-
 ground garage to the supermarket and back, the moder city
 dweller may sometimes wonder whether he has any neigh-
 bors at all. For many of us, the sphere of intimacy has
 shrunk to the nuclear family, and this has placed an im-
 mense strain on family relations. Living in a world of com-
 parative strangers, we find ourselves short on civic trust and
 increasingly estranged from our professional advisors. We
 are less inclined to give judges and bureaucrats room to use
 their discretion, and more determined to obtain equal (if not
 always equitable) treatment. In a world of complete stran-

 gers, indeed, equality would be about the only virtue left.
 Do not misunderstand my position. I am not taking a

 nostalgia trip back to the Good Old Days. The world of
 neighborliness and forced intimacy, of both geographical
 and social immobility, had its vices as well as its virtues.
 Jane Austen's caricature of Lady Catherine de Burgh in
 Pride and Prejudice reminds us that purchasing equity by
 submitting to gross condescension can make its price too
 dear:

 God bless the Squire and his relations,
 and keep us in our proper stations.

 Any biography of Tolstoy reminds us that his world, too,
 had a darker side. Those who are seduced by his admiration
 for the moral wisdom of the newly emancipated peasantry
 will find an antidote in Frederick Douglass's memoirs of
 slave life on the Maryland shore. Nor am I deploring apart-
 ment buildings and private cars. People usually have rea-
 sons for living as they do, and attacking modernity in the
 name of the morality of an earlier time is an act of despera-
 tion, like building the Berlin Wall. No, my question is only:
 If we accept the moder world as it is-apartment build-
 ings, private cars, and all-how can we strike the central
 balance between the ethics of intimates and the ethics of

 strangers, between uniformity of treatment and administra-
 tive discretion, and between equity and law, in ways that
 answer our contemporary needs?

 To begin with the law: current public stereotypes focus on
 the shortcomings of the adversary process, but what first
 needs to be explained is just where the adversary system has
 gone astray, and in what fields of law we should be most
 concerned to replace it. That should not be hard to do.
 Given that we handle our moral relations with intimates and

 associates differently from our moral relations with stran-
 gers, is not some similar differentiation appropriate between
 our legal relations with strangers, on the one hand, and with
 intimates, associates, and close family members on the
 other?

 Even in the United States, the homeland of the adversary
 system, at least two types of disputes-labor-management
 conflicts and the renegotiation of commercial contracts-
 are dealt with by using arbitration or conciliation rather than
 confrontation.21 That is no accident. In a criminal prosecu-
 tion or a routine civil damage suit arising out of a car colli-
 sion, the parties are normally complete strangers before the
 proceedings and have no stake in one another's future, so no
 harm is done if they walk out of the court vowing never to
 set eyes on each other again. By contrast, the parties to a
 labor grievance will normally wish to continue working to-
 gether after the adjudication, while the disputants in a com-
 mercial arbitration may well retain or resume business
 dealings with one another despite the present disagreement.
 In cases of these kinds, the psychological stresses of the
 adversary system can be quite destructive: by the time an
 enthusiastic litigating attorney has done his bit, further labor
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 relations or commercial dealings may be psychologically
 impossible. So in appraising different kinds of court pro-
 ceedings, we need to consider how particular types of judi-
 cial episodes fit into the larger life histories of the
 individuals who are parties to them, and what impact the
 form of proceedings can have on those life histories.

 A lawsuit that pits the full power of the state against a
 criminal defendant is one thing: in that context, Monroe
 Freedman may be right to underline the merits of the adver-
 sary mode, and the positive obligations of zealous defense
 advocacy.22 A civil suit that pits colleagues, next-door
 neighbors, or family members against each other is another
 thing: in that context resort to adversary proceedings may
 only make a bad situation worse. So, reasonably enough,
 the main locus of dissatisfaction with the adversary system
 is those areas of human life in which the psychological out-
 comes are most damaging: family law, for example. By the
 time that the father, mother, and children involved in a
 custody dispute have all been zealously represented in
 court, the bad feelings from which the suit originally sprang
 may well have become irremediable. It is just such areas as
 family law that other nations (such as West Germany) have
 chosen to handle by arbitration rather than litigation, in
 chambers rather than in open court, so providing much
 more room for discretion.

 I am suggesting, then, that a system of law consisting
 wholly of rules would treat all the parties coming before it
 in the ways appropriate to strangers. By contrast, in legal
 issues that arise between parties who wish to continue as
 close associates on an intimate or familiar level, the de-
 mands of equality and rule conformity lose their central
 place. There, above all, the differences between the desires,
 personalities, hopes, capacities, and ambitions of the parties
 most need to be taken into account; and only an adjudicator
 with authority to interpret existing rules, precedents, and
 maxims in the light of, and in response to, those differences
 will be in a position to respect the equities of all the parties
 involved.

 Reviving the Friendly Society

 In public administration, especially in the field of social
 services, the crucial historical changes were more recent,
 yet they appear much harder to reverse. Two centuries ago
 most of what we now call the social services-then known,
 collectively, as "charity"-were still dispensed through the
 churches. Local ministers of religion were generally trusted
 to perform this duty equitably and conscientiously; and in
 deciding to give more to (say) Mrs. Smith than Mrs. Jones,
 they were not strictly answerable to any supervisor, still less
 bound by a book of rules. (As with the Squirearchy, of
 course, this arrangement had its own abuses: the Rev. Mr.
 Collins could be as overbearing in his own way as Lady
 Catherine de Burgh.) Even a hundred years ago many such
 charitable functions were still carried on by private organi-

 zations, like those in Britain which were charmingly known
 as "friendly societies." But by this time things were begin-
 ning to change. A friendly clergyman is one thing, but a
 friendly society is more of an anomaly: in due course irreg-
 ularities in the administration of those organizations-like
 those in some trade union pension funds today-provoked
 government supervision, and a Registrar of Friendly So-
 cieties was appointed to keep an eye on them.

 From that point on, the delivery of social services has
 become ever more routinized, centralized, and subject to
 bureaucratic routine. It should not take horror stories, like
 that of the handicapped young woman's answering service,
 to make us think again about the whole project of delivering
 human services through a bureaucracy: one only has to read
 Max Weber. The imperatives of bureaucratic administration
 require determinate procedures and full accountability;
 while a helping hand, whether known by the name of
 "charity" or "social services," can be truly equitable only if
 it is exercised with discretion, on the basis of substantive
 and informed judgments about need rather than formal rules
 of entitlement.

 What might be done, then, to counter the rigors of bu-
 reaucracy in this field? Or should late-twentieth-century so-
 cieties look for other ways of lending a collective hand to
 those in need? In an exemplary apologia for bureaucracy,
 Herbert Kaufman of the Brookings Institution has put his
 finger on many of the key points.23 If we find public admin-
 istration today complex, unresponsive, and procedure-
 bound, he argues that this is almost entirely our own fault.
 These defects are direct consequences of the demands that
 we ourselves have placed on our public servants in a situa-
 tion increasingly marked by diversity, democracy, and dis-
 trust. Since we are unwilling to grant discretion to civil
 servants for fear that it will be abused, we leave ourselves
 with no measure for judging administrators' performance
 other than equality. As Kaufman remarks, "If people in one
 region discover that they are treated differently from people
 in other regions under the same program, they are apt to be
 resentful and uncooperative."24

 Hence there arises a "general concern for uniform appli-
 cation of policy," which can be guaranteed only by making
 the rulebook even more inflexible. Yet is our demand for

 equality and uniformity really so unqualified that we are
 determined to purchase it at any price? If we were certain
 that our own insistence on absolute fairness made the social

 services dehumanizing and dehumanized, might we not
 consider opting for other, more equitable procedures even
 though their outcomes might be less equal?

 Alternatively, perhaps we should reconsider the whole-
 sale nationalization of charity that began in the early twen-
 tieth century. Plenty of uncorrupt private pension funds still
 operate alongside governmental retirement and old-age pen-
 sion schemes, and a few communally based systems of wel-
 fare and charity remain trusted just because their
 accountability is to a particular community. Among the Is-
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 mailis, for instance, the world-wide branch of Islam of
 which the Aga Khan is the head, tithing is still the rule, and
 no promising high school graduate misses the chance of
 going to college merely because he comes from a poor fam-
 ily. Despite governmental programs, that is no longer true
 of the United States. So perhaps we have let ourselves be-
 come too skeptical too soon about the friendliness of
 "friendly societies," and we should take more seriously the
 possibility of reviving social instruments with local roots,
 which do not need to insist on rigidly rule-governed proce-
 dures. That is of course a large "perhaps." The social
 changes that led to the nationalization of charity are power-
 ful and longstanding, and thus far they have shown little
 sign of weakening. Given a choice, people may prefer to
 continue putting up with bureaucratic forms and procedures
 that they can grumble at with impunity if in this way they
 can avoid putting themselves at the mercy of social or com-
 munal relationships that they may find onerous.

 Frail Hopes and Slender Foundations

 In the field of ethics, all these difficulties are magnified.
 There I have one firm intellectual conviction, and one
 somewhat frailer hope on the social level.

 In a 1932 poem Robert Frost wrote:
 Don't join too many gangs. Join few if any.
 Join the United States, and join the family.
 But not much in between, unless a college.25

 Frost, in his curmudgeonly way, captures that hostility
 toward communal ties and restraints which, since Tolstoy's
 day, has continued to undermine our "intermediate institu-
 tions" or "mediating structures." Toward the nuclear fam-
 ily and the nation, people do indeed still feel some natural
 loyalty; "but not much in between, unless a college." Dur-
 ing the last thirty years, even the nation-state has lost much
 of its mystique, leaving the family exposed to stresses that it
 can hardly support. It is my frail social hope that we may
 find some new ways of shaping other intermediate institu-
 tions toward which we can develop a fuller loyalty and
 commitment: associations larger than the nuclear family,
 but not so large that they defeat in advance the initial pre-
 sumption that our fellow members are trustworthy. For it is
 only in that context, I suspect, that the ethics of discretion
 and intimacy can regain the ground it has lost to the ethics
 of rules and strangers.

 Where might we look for the beginnings of such associa-
 tions? Traditionally their loci were determined by religious
 and ethnic ties, and these are still sometimes used construc-
 tively to extend the range of people's moral sympathies
 beyond the immediate household. But we scarcely need to
 look as far as Ulster or Lebanon to see the other side of that

 particular coin. Membership in schools and colleges has
 some of the same power, as Frost grudgingly admits,
 though it is a power that tends to operate exclusively rather
 than generously. The great ethical hope of the Marxists was

 that "working-class solidarity" would, in effect, create a
 vast and cohesive extended family within which the dis-
 possessed would find release from psychological as well as
 from political and economic oppression. But by now, alas,
 the evidence of history seems to show that awareness of
 shared injuries sets different groups against one another
 quite as often as it unites them. For some of us, the bonds of
 professional association are as powerful as any. The physi-
 cians of Tarrytown or the attorneys of Hyde Park probably
 have a close understanding of, feeling for, and even trust in
 one another; and despite all other reservations about my
 fellow academics, I do still have a certain implicit trust in
 their professional responsibility and integrity. So each year,
 without any serious anxiety, I vote for colleagues whom I
 have never even met to serve on the boards that manage my
 pension funds. If it were proved that those elected repre-
 sentatives had been milking the premiums and salting them
 away in a Swiss bank, that revelation would shake up my
 moral universe more radically than any dishonesty among
 public figures on the national level.

 True, these are frail hopes and provide only slender foun-
 dations to build on. Yet, in the realm of ethics, frail hopes
 and slender foundations may be what we should learn to
 live with as much better than nothing. And that brings me to
 the intellectual point about which I am much more confi-
 dent. If the cult of absolute principles is so attractive today,
 that is a sign that we still find it impossible to break with the
 "quest for certainty" that John Dewey tried so hard to dis-
 credit.26 Not that we needed Dewey to point out the short-
 comings of absolutism. Aristotle himself had insisted that
 there are no "essences" in the realm of ethics, and so no
 basis for any rigorous "theory" of ethics. Practical reason-
 ing in ethics, as elsewhere, is a matter of judgment, of
 weighing different considerations against one another,
 never a matter of formal theoretical deduction from strict or

 self-evident axioms. It is a task less for the clever arguer
 than for the anthropos megalopsychos, the "large-spirited
 human being."27

 It was not for nothing, then, that the members of the Na-
 tional Commission for the Protection of Human Subjects
 were able to agree about the ethical issues for just so long as
 they discussed those issues taxonomically. In doing so they
 were reviving the older, Aristotelian procedures of the casu-
 ists and rabbinical scholars, who understood all along that
 in ethics, as in law, the best we can achieve in practice is for
 good-hearted, clear-headed people to triangulate their way
 across the complex terrain of moral life and problems. So,
 starting from the paradigmatic cases that we do under-
 stand-what in the simplest situations harm is, and fairness,
 and cruelty, and generosity-we must simply work our
 way, one step at a time, to the more complex and perplex-
 ing cases in which extremely delicate balances may have to
 be struck. For example, we must decide on just what condi-
 tions, if any, it would be acceptable to inject a sample group
 of five-year-old children with an experimental vaccine from
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 which countless other children should benefit even though
 the risks fall on those few individuals alone. Ethical argu-
 mentation thus makes most effective progress if we think of
 the "common morality" in the same way as we think about
 the common law:28 if, for instance, we develop our percep-
 tion of moral issues by the same kind of progressive tri-
 angulation that has extended common law doctrines of tort
 into the areas, first of negligence and later of strict lia-
 bility.29

 Meanwhile, we must remain on guard against the moral
 enthusiasts. In their determination to nail their principles to
 the mast, they succeed only in blinding themselves to the
 equities embodied in real-life situations and problems.
 Their willingness to legislate morality threatens to trans-
 form the most painful and intimate moral quandaries into
 adversarial confrontations between strangers. To take one
 example, by reintroducing uncompromising legal restraints
 to enjoin all procedures of abortion whatever, they are pit-
 ting a woman against her own newly implanted zygote in
 some ghastly parody of a landlord-tenant dispute. This
 harsh inflexibility sets the present day moral enthusiasts in
 sharp contrast to Aristotle's anthropoi megalopsychoi, and
 recalls Tolstoy's portrait of Alexei Karenin's associate, the
 Countess Ivanovna, who in theory was a supporter of all
 fashionable good causes but in practice was ready to act
 harshly and unforgivingly.

 When Pascal attacked the Jesuit casuists for being too
 ready to make allowances in favor of penitents who were
 rich or highborn, he no doubt had a point.30 But when he
 used this point as a reason for completely rejecting the case
 method in ethics, he set the bad example that is so often
 followed today: assuming that we must withdraw discretion
 entirely when it is abused and impose rigid rules in its
 place, instead of inquiring how we could adjust matters so
 that necessary discretion would continue to be exercised in
 an equitable and discriminating manner. I vote without hes-
 itation against Pascal and for the Jesuits and the Talmudic
 scholars. We do not need to go as far as Tolstoy and claim
 that an ethics modeled on law rather than on equity is no
 ethics at all. But we do need to recognize that a morality
 based entirely on general rules and principles is tyrannical
 and disproportioned, and that only those who make equi-
 table allowances for subtle individual differences have a

 proper feeling for the deeper demands of ethics. In practice
 the casuists may occasionally have been lax; but they
 grasped the essential, Aristotelian point about applied eth-
 ics: it cannot get along on a diet of general principles alone.
 It requires a detailed taxonomy of particular, detailed types
 of cases and situations. So, even in practice, the faults of
 the casuists-such as they were-were faults on the right
 side.
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